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CES 2022 Summary

CES Post-Pandemic Overall Visibility Less Than Half Pre-PandemicCES 2022 saw decreased visibility compared with 2019 and 2020, with several brands withdrawing from the show or moving their media activities online in response to the spread of Covid-19. However, this year's event rebounded slightly from last year, and was more evenly split across traditional and social, suggesting that a more stable environment could see visibility trend back toward pre-pandemic levels.
Exhibitors Respond to the “New Normal” with WFH & Smart Home SolutionsWith the Covid-19 pandemic soldiering on, tech companies have taken notice. Top CES brands, including Samsung and Sony, showcased products geared towards home entertainment and hybrid working environments. Everything from higher resolution televisions, laptops with foldable screens and connected home appliances underscored the world’s shift to a new way of living.
Tech Companies Continue To Hold Top Visibility Among BrandsAmong social and traditional media visibility, tech companies still hold top rankings at CES. Samsung and Sony garnered buzz for their home entertainment and mobility announcements, securing first and second positions. However, automotive brands continue to leverage the tech-savvy audience CES attracts, with GM ranking closely behind Sony in traditional media visibility following the debut of the Silverado EV.
Forbes Receives Top Views Across Audience GroupsForbes was among the leading websites in social and traditional reach, as well as validated views. Technology-focused outlets such as The Verge, CNET and Digital Trends also ranked highly.

Home Entertainment



Key Themes Among Top Media

Consumer and industry focused events continue to be at the mercy of the never-ending pandemic, and CES 2022 was no exception. This year’s planners anticipated a hybrid show, with a strong physical presence—poised to be one of the first biggest conferences to return to in-person. However, the timing of the Omicron variant caused major companies to pull out, with some media outlets opting to cover the event virtually as well.

Smart home gadgets and devices are nothing new to CES. However, this year’s event showcased not just connected home products and services, but smarter ones. “Interoperability” was the theme and with that came the new smart home standard “Matter” which makes all deceives connected regardless of the manufacturer.

Events aren’t the only area of life that has moved toward a “hybrid” approach, and tech companies have taken notice. With the shift to remote working environments and the integration of the “hybrid working model,” companies such as Dell, HP and Asus focused on innovations in laptops and PC technology. Top products received upgraded features specifically targeted toward the WFH crowd (webcam quality, memory chips, and enhanced video conferencing).

With CES known for its futuristic tech and innovative product concepts, media began to brand and headline the buzzword “metaverse” among stories. The concept itself has begun to pivot from just a “hot topic” to more informed conversations about technologies and the future of the internet. CES also featured metaverse- focused panels for further education regarding the term. Although we are still far from a unified metaverse, VR and AR focused products (VR/Smart glasses, AI Avatar Gaming) came from companies such as TCL and Qualcomm.



Overall visibility for CES has decreased significantly post-pandemic, with 2022 seeing a slight rebound from last year’s digital show.
While the return to an in-person show may have contributed to a slight uptick in 2022, visibility levels still do not match the show'sheightened coverage in 2019 and 2020. While social media visibility for CES reached its highest level in 2020—far higher than other years, both pre- and post-pandemic—this was primarily driven by Ivanka Trump’s CES keynote around the role tech plays in creating the workforce of the future. Ivanka’s presence drove controversy and social engagement, as illustrated by a tweet from @IvankaTrump herself (1.2K retweets), including heavy backlash on Twitter under the hashtag #boycottCES.
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PRE-PANDEMIC
traditional visibility up 50% YoY

social visibility up 43% YoY

CES Visibility Trend

POST-PANDEMIC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ghg2WVc31c
https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1214649745320239104


HOME ENTERTAINMENT (e.g., TVs, Phones, Hi-Fi): Showcasing higher resolutions and better colors for phones, TVs and cameras, Samsung and Omnivision impress with Micro LED and OVBOB camera tech.
AUTOMOTIVE: Automakers display market-ready EVs (GM’s Silverado EV) and industry-first concepts (Mercedes EQXX, BMW iX Flow) while others make a push towards autonomy (Stellanis Airflow, GM UltraCruise, Volvo Luminar). Further vehicle technologies are centered around bionic engineering (Daimler Vision EQXX), partnerships and connectivity (Intel, Amazon, Google, NVIDIA, Qualcomm) and human-centric approaches (Cadillac InnerSpace, BMW iX Flow).
METAVERSE, GAMING, UNIFIED INTERNET: From Stadia and GeforceNow to Steamdeck, the industry announces different strategies relying on evolving tech and constantly moving goalposts. AR and VR become more informative conversations as the metaverse, and unified internet take focus.
SMART HOME: Leaning heavily on practicality and total integration, solar shingle systems, autonomous cleaning solutions and centralized control solutions are king in 2022. (e.g., GAF Energy, Roborock and Homey).

AI + ROBOTICS: Focusing on autonomous driving, John Deere showcases a fully AI-driven Tractor, Hyundai impresses with scalable robotic mobility, while Engineered Arts shows off a highly realistic human robot.
HEALTH + WELLNESS: Companies focus on advanced sensors, smart data integrations, and user experience. Heightened safety was central to new launch messaging for Sony, Picco (encouraging activity among kids), and others. Novel, high-visibility reveals include smart appliances (lightbulbs, refrigerators), calming headphones, and stress-relieving robo-pets. Products that improve the work-from-home experience emerged in product round-ups and “best of” recaps.SUSTAINABILITY: Split between residential and automotive solutions, promotions include Smart Home appliance and efficiency control, as well as fully electric vehicle mobility. (e.g., IG, Bosch, Schneider Electric). Samsung's overarching 'Together for Tomorrow' campaign and collaboration with Patagonia to tackle microplastics in oceans, LG's carbon neutral booth, and John Deere's EV/AV tractor as a solution to tackle food production reminded us to focus on the impact on the future.
BLOCKCHAIN / NFT / CRYPTO: NFT products dominate the crypto-discussion, with display integrations for Samsung TVs and start-ups like Atomic Form, as well as next-gen e-commerce platform Blockparty. 2%
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Samsung was the most visible company in traditional media, announcing multiple new personal devices and entertainment accessories–many of which centered around home use.
While automotive brands including GM, BMW, and Stellantis generated significant coverage at the show, “traditional” tech companies still represented the bulk of top brands in coverage. The line between the tech and automotive worlds continues to blur as Sony, Intel, and others announced electric vehicle and autonomous driving projects and products. Apple saw considerable discussion despite having no formal presence at the show. Media noted other brands’ efforts to integrate with the iPhone maker’s ecosystem or compete against its leading products. Companies like NVIDIA and Google benefited from similar coverage of OEM offerings that would include their components or software.
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TOP 15 COMPANIES BY SHARE OF VISIBILITY (TRADITIONAL AND SOCIAL)



Samsung was the most visible company in traditional media, announcing multiple new personal devices and entertainment accessories–many of which centered around home use.
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CNET

Forbes

Digital Trends

CNN

USA Today

TechSpot

Business Insider

PCMag

Motor Biscuit

The Verge

CNET

The Verge

USA Today

Electrek

DigitalTrends

Fox Business

WSJ

Yahoo

Detroit News

Forbes

Top Online Media Outlets

Followers based on BCR number of followers; English only, Worldwide Markets, 6 sources; sampled at ~72%

@CNN

@TheEconomist

@Reuters

@FoxNews

@WSJ

@washingtonpost

@TIME

@Forbes

@billboard

@cnni

Sampled based on ~72%

TOP 10 MEDIA: (POTENTIAL AUDIENCE) TOP 10 MEDIA: (VALIDATED VIEWS) TOP 10 INFLUENTIAL MEDIA: (FOLLOWERS ON SOCIAL)

1 media outlet ranked across all 3 media ranking types



Top-read stories focused on best-of show roundups and innovations in TV while top-shared social stories highlighted industry trends and "firsts.” 
The Verge received top views in traditional online [US] outlets, while also ranking high among shared stories on social. Tech-centric media saw more social engagement [PC; Venture Beat], with news/business outlets garnering high readership [Fox Business; USA Today].

Followers based on BCR number of followers; English only, Worldwide Markets, 6 sources; sampled at ~72%

176K Validated Views

406K Validated Views

316K Validated Views 

290K Validated Views 296 Shares
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Top Read Stories (Validated Views) + Top Shared Stories

193K Validated Views



2022 CES Trends Report


